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Acoustic Doppler Current Meters Guide Intelligent Decisions on Malaysia’s
SMART Project
The awe-inspiring scope of Malaysia’s Stormwater
Management and Road Tunnel (SMART) Project – 12
kilometers of tunnels 11.8 meters in diameter, capturing
up to 4 million cubic meters of floodwater – staggers the
imagination. The concept of a tunnel that detours traffic
under crowded Kuala Lumpur
streets during dry weather and
shunts stormwater safely beneath
downtown during flood events is
as exciting as it is creative.
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Predicting flood events is critical to the success of the SMART timely information
Project. Kuala Lumpur lies between the confluence of the on discharge and
Klang and Ampang rivers (upstream of the city) and the velocity are vital to
Gombak and its tributaries (downstream), which flow out the success of the
of the nearby mountains on the way to the Strait of Malacca. SMART Project and
Devastating floods are common there. In June 2007, flows to the safety of Kuala
of up to 360 cubic meters per second rushed through the Lumpur’s 1.8 million
confluence, more than 70 times the normal volume. The residents. To ensure
Klang crested at a meter above its banks and flooded the the flow of quality Kuala Lumpur’s SMART tunnel diverts traffic
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Sproule’s as well as floodwater under moderate-rain
bustling downtown.
If deluges persist, operators can close
team, led by Project conditions.
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SonTek/YSI, founded in 1992 and advancing environmental science in over 100 countries, manufactures affordable, reliable acoustic
Doppler instrumentation for water velocity measurement in oceans, rivers, lakes, harbors, estuaries, and laboratories. Headquarters
are located in San Diego, California.
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The SMART tunnel and holding pond system
protects downtown Kuala Lumpur from floods that fiber optic signals
have typically brought the city to a standstill.
and
microwave
transmissions to
maintain constant communication between sensing stations
and the SCADA system. Argonauts connected by Ethernet
report every minute; those connected by high-speed VHF
broadcast every five to 10 minutes. SCADA Engineers Jarrah
Watson, Nick Hitchins and Peter Johnson keep the control/
acquisition system finely tuned.

Careful Placement

Data from the rivers, holding ponds and tunnels are
integrated with rainfall information in Greenspan’s Time
Series Database, then channeled through the company’s
forecasting models. Results drive automatic gates that
govern flow into the SMART basins and tunnels, and activate
massive pumps to dewater the tunnel when downstream
flows can accommodate the release.

The Greenspan team installed 16 SonTek Argonaut acoustic Doppler current
meters at carefully determined heights to measure current and depth during
floods with extreme accuracy.

When levels rise and the influence of the downstream tides
are increasingly felt on floodwaters in Kuala Lumpur, the
forecasting model switches from gas-purge pressure sensors
readings to data from the acoustic Doppler current meters
to track discharge, says Sproule. He explains that the tidal
effect from downstream creates hysteresis, a slowing of the
usual reactions of the floodwaters to the forces coming from
upstream. It’s critical to track what’s really happening in
the river rather than rely on mathematical estimates that are
based on conditions in unobstructed, gravity-fed systems.
“It’s more accurate information,” Sproule says. “If you have
tidal influence or a backwater effect, you may get hysteresis,
and depth:discharge data isn’t accurate.” Greenspan
developed its own Velocity Index software, he adds, to ensure
accurate calculations of flow.
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In and around the tunnel, SonTek Argonaut SL (side-looking)
current meters are set at carefully determined heights to be
ready for high-flow situations, notes Sproule. Two Argonaut
SW (shallow-water) current meters measure flow and velocity
through twin box culverts at the downstream discharge
point, feeding a discharge model. The flow of information
provides valuable insight even when floods aren’t imminent.
In fact, notes Sproule, data from the SWs revealed that the
Klang stores a surprising amount of water in its water table
after a flood event and releases it over a longer period than
the Greenspan model originally assumed.

Protecting valuable equipment during flood events can be
a challenge, notes Sproule. Wayne Farrell of Greenspan
designed “Knight’s head” stations that protect sensors with
automatically retracting shields reminiscent of medieval
helmets. Carefully placed at the optimum height to measure
high water in the system, the Knight’s head stations must be
maintained after every flood event. “The mechanisms are
designed to keep the instrument from getting washed away
with large debris, but they do become silt traps,” Sproule
notes. Greenspan developed its own calibration software
for easy routine and post-storm maintenance of the current
meters, he adds. The company also developed a proprietary
system to create an 80,000-point cross-section for each
sampling site.
Sproule says the Greenspan team, which also includes
Hydrographic Technicians Ben Noble, Clem Williams and
Faizal Yusoff, saw SonTek Argonauts as a natural choice
for SMART. “We were looking at radar/sonar, but it was
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prohibitively expensive, and we have a lot of experience
using SonTek equipment,” he explains. “It was the easiest
and most accurate to incorporate into this project. We had
an eight-man stormwater monitoring team in Singapore
using SonTek equipment for 14 months, so we know what it
does and doesn’t do.

Intakes for the SMART system can draw millions of cubic meters of floodwater
into a massive underground tunnel, sparing the streets above from crippling
floods.

Innovative “Knights Head” stations use automatically retracting hoods to
protect SonTek Argonaut current meters.

“The support is good and the equipment is reliable,” he adds.
“The instrument is robust, and when things go wrong, the
company has been quick to react.”
Fast reaction is vital when it comes to a project as massive
as SMART. During a system test in September 2007, the
system delivered an accurate prediction of rising river levels
30 minutes in advance and managed the successful diversion
of 500,000 cubic meters of water.
As traffic flows through the massive tunnel and a silent
network of sensors reports to the Greenspan SCADA system,
Sproule reflects on the SMART Project. “This is the most
sophisticated system that Greenspan has ever designed,” he
notes. That makes its smooth operation no less of a marvel
than the 11.8-meter-high tunnel that protects Kuala Lumpur
from below.
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SonTek/YSI, founded in 1992 and advancing environmental science
in over 100 countries, manufactures affordable, reliable acoustic
Doppler instrumentation for water velocity measurement in oceans,
rivers, lakes, harbors, estuaries, and laboratories. SonTek/YSI is
headquartered in San Diego, California, and is part of YSI Inc.,
an employee owned company that provides monitoring and data
collection instrumentation to global water quality, water quantity,
and aquaculture markets. Additional information can be found at
www.sontek.com, or email sontek directly at inquiry@sontek.com.
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